Premonition
If you still have your premonition card at the start of your turn, you may use it to look at the fronts of the
top three cards in the dream deck. The other player also gets to see the cards.
• DO NOT look at the backs of the cards
• DO NOT look at the fourth card

Print & Play
Y

Put the cards back on top of the dream deck in the same order they were in before you looked at them.
Turn your premonition card face-down; you cannot use it again this game.

ou are in a deep sleep; your mind is filled with Pleasant Dreams. As the night wears on, dream
fragments conspire to lead you on a nightmarish journey. When bliss twists into terror, will you
succumb to shock or sustain your slumber?

Stack the deck in an attempt to control your fate and overcome the horrors that lie within this competitive
dreaming game. You will either pleasantly dream your way to victory or wake up screaming!

Dream Flow

By

Tell your opponent how many dream fragments you want to experience from the dream deck. Choose
any number between 1 and 5, then draw those cards one at a time from the deck and place them on the
table moving away from the dream deck. So, if you choose a dream flow of 3, your draw could look like
this:

Components

Third
Draw

Rules, 2 Wakefulness Cards, 4 Base Game Action Cards, 12 Lucid Dreams Expansion Action Cards and
19 Dream Fragment Cards. For this Print and Play version of th game you need to add 2 tokens for
keeping track of your Wakefulness score yourself.
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Draw
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5-10
mins

Setup
Each player takes a wakefulness card, chooses the boy or girl side, then places a token on the “1” position
of the card. The “0” position represents you being fully asleep and the “5” represents you being shocked
awake by a nightmare. Your aim is to stay asleep through the entire game. If your token ever gets to “5”,
you wake up screaming and immediately lose the game.

Resolve
Dream cards are resolved in reverse order. The card farthest from the dream deck is resolved first, then
each closer card is resolved in order, like this:

Each player also takes a barrier card and a premonition card from the action cards and places them face
up next to their wakefulness card. These are one-use cards that can save you from a scary nightmare.
They will be explained later.
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Symbols

The symbols below describe how each dream fragment card is handled after its effect on your
wakefulness has been resolved. They will be referred to frequently in the rest of these rules:

Flip

I

You may add this card to the discard pile (next to the dream deck), or you may flip it
over and return it to the dream deck in a secret position. You must decide BEFORE you
look at the back of the card.

Each card is resolved completely before moving on to the next card. So, the three cards drawn in the
previous example would resolve like this:
“The Bear” - 1
Decrease your wakefulness by
1 point.

Cross
Signifies a card that has already been flipped. Discard the card after resolving it.

Equal
Signifies a card that is the same on both sides. Discard the card after resolving it.

Dream Deck

Prepare the dream deck by making sure that all of the cards that have flip symbols are flip-side-up, and
then shuffle the 19 dream fragment cards thoroughly. When done properly, the flip cards will remain
flip-side-up. Place the dream deck between the players.
One player is chosen to go first, perhaps decided by which player had the last nightmare, then play
proceeds as shown below. Note: “You” refers to the current player.

The card has a flip symbol so you
now have to decide if you will
discard it or flip it and return it to
the dream deck.
If you decide to discard it, do so, but do not look at the back of the card.
If you decide to flip the card, reduce your wakefulness by an extra point (but never less than zero) then
turn the dream card over and show it to the other player. Take the dream deck, turn your back to the
other player, and secretly insert the flipped card into the deck at whatever position you choose, except the
very top of the deck. DO NOT look at any other cards whilst you are doing this. Return the dream deck
to the table then continue to resolve any cards you have remaining.
Note: in our example we decided to NOT flip “The Bear.”
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Lucid Dreams Expansion

“The Bear” + 1

The Lucid Dreams expansion adds 12 more action cards to the game.

Increase your wakefulness by
1 point.
The card has a cross symbol so it
is discarded after it is resolved.

By

Changes in Setup

“The Music Box” + 2

Shuffle all the action cards, including the barrier cards and the premonition cards. Each player draws
two action cards at random and places them face up next to their wakefulness card; the other action
cards won't be used in this game.

Increase your wakefulness by
2 points.
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The action cards are one-use cards that you may only use on your own turn. Turn an action card face
down after you use it.

The card has an equal symbol so
it is discarded after it is resolved.

New Action Cards

Here is how the action cards from the Lucid Dreams expansion work:
If you are still asleep after you have resolved your dream flow, your turn is over and the other player
takes their turn in the same manner.

The Deep Sleep

Players may count the number of cards left in the dream deck whenever they wish.

After you draw your dream flow, you may add the top dream fragment of the dream deck to the end.
This means it will be the first one to resolve.
The Shimmer

Waking Up Early

Because each card is fully resolved before moving to the next card, it is entirely possible that you will reach
full wakefulness and lose the game before you get to resolve all of your drawn cards.

Unflip a flipped dream fragment in your dream flow before resolving it.

Now there’s a nightmare for you!

Rearrange the dream fragments in your dream flow before resolving them.

Barrier

The Mirror
Flip over the dream deck at the start of your turn. It stays that way during the game, unless the other
player uses the second mirror card to flip it back.

The last card to explain is the barrier card. Your barrier card may be used once to avoid the effect of a
dream fragment card in your dream flow if that card has an equal or cross symbol.
Put the card you select on the bottom of the dream deck. Then, flip your barrier card face down.

Winning

You win 1) if the other player wakes up, or 2) if you complete your turn, are still asleep, and there are no
cards left in the dream deck.

Solo Play
Play as you would in a two-player game, except that when you choose to flip a card it must be placed in
roughly the center of the dream deck.

Dream Compass

The Suppression
Set aside a card from your dream flow before you resolve it. On a later turn, add that card to the end of
your dream flow and resolve it. You cannot win the game before this card is resolved (unless your
opponent wakes up before you do).
Recurring Dreams
After resolving your dream flow, you may return any nightmarish dream fragments to a secret position(s)
in the dream deck instead of
discarding them.
Solo Challenge / Frightmare
How many action cards do you need if you start on a wakefulness of 4?

Difficulty
Start the game with your token on a number higher than 1 if you really want a hard night’s sleep!
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